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I. INTRODUCTION

This symposium occurs in an interesting moment for the institutionalization or consolidation of the concept of transgender law. This semester, three symposia focused on trans law took place at three separate law schools, and an additional symposium on this topic is planned for Fall 2008. To my knowledge, no prior symposia focused exclusively on this topic have occurred. The sudden popularity of this topic suggests an emergence of attention to transgender issues within the legal academy. Behind that phenomenon, and urging it forward, is a range of trans advocacy and activism.

No doubt this is an exciting moment, where we can imagine trans analysis offering new insight to a range of existing debates and controversies about the law, including questions about how law administers identity classifications; questions about bodily autonomy and self-determination; questions about how expertise and specifically medical expertise and authority establish administrative norms that harm marginalized people; questions about the “realness” of gender and how we should understand gender in the range of areas in which law relies on it as a classification tool; questions about access to health care; questions about the distribution of wealth and resources; questions about migration; and questions about criminalization and vulnerable populations in criminal
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punishment systems. There are certainly many areas of existing scholarship that can be enhanced by asking the questions that emerge when we think about the experiences of trans populations confronting legal systems.

These controversies may be particularly interesting and urgent because trans people exist at a juncture of erasure and hyper-regulation in the law.2 Looking at the history of administrative regulation of gender categories reveals that since as early as the 1950s, and exploding in the 1970s, bureaucrats in the U.S. have been creating detailed rules and regulations regarding the recognition or refusal to recognize identities of trans people in various administrative contexts.3

Two simultaneous threads of policy development have emerged in this area. On the one hand, we see hyper-regulation, which has taken the form of hundreds of conflicting policies, all of which rely on medical authority and documentation in overtly contradictory ways to establish gender reclassification in various recordkeeping and identity verification/surveillance systems. On the other hand, we see a range of policies, laws and practices that refuse any recognition of trans identities. The combination of conflicting policies comprises an incoherent regulatory matrix that exposes trans people to economic marginalization, discrimination and violence. These simultaneous strains of hyper-regulation and erasure, each with their own vulnerability-producing results, leave much work for lawyers and law scholars seeking to build an analysis of trans law.

Much of the increased visibility of trans issues is being stimulated by a trend of institutionalization occurring in trans politics in the last two decades. Advocacy and activism on these issues have gained momentum and nonprofit organizations focused specifically on trans rights and trans law have emerged. In the last six or seven years, new organizations focused specifically on trans law and policy have developed, including the National Center for Transgender Equality,4 Sylvia Rivera Law Project

---

2 Cf. Alisa Bierria et al., To Render Ourselves Visible: Women of Color Organizing and Hurricane Katrina, in WHAT LIES BENEATH: KATRINA, RACE, AND THE STATE OF THE NATION 31-47 (South End Press Collective ed., 2007). The authors discuss how simultaneous hyper-visibility and invisibility impact women of color, poor people, people with disabilities and black people abandoned in New Orleans during and after Hurricane Katrina. The simultaneous invisibility of these populations, allowing their vulnerability to abandonment and death and all of the conditions leading to it, was juxtaposed by their hyper-visibility in the media after the storm when images of their suffering were circulated for the titillation of viewers, often in ways that contributed to racist, sexist, and classist stereotypes. This erasure/sensationalist exposure combination impacts many marginalized and oppressed groups. Id. This hypervisibility/invisibility dynamic is a feature of oppression facing many marginalized populations in the US.

3 For a detailed examination of these policies, see generally Dean Spade, Documenting Gender, 59 HASTINGS L.J. 731 (2008).
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The Transgender Law Center, Transgender Gender Variant and Intersex ("TGI") Justice Project; and many gay and lesbian-focused law reform organizations have expressed a commitment to trans inclusion that sometimes includes increased advocacy efforts on certain issues. The increasing momentum on these issues has also fueled some small but important philanthropic support for such work, which has led to the existence of some dedicated staff working on these issues at a few organizations over the past several years. Though these resources are small, the convergence of these developments has significantly impacted the discussion of trans law and the quality and quantity of advocacy going on nationwide.

The growing coordination, consolidation, and prominence of trans politics, though still quite small, requires scholars and activists to bring urgency to a set of key questions: What does it mean to build an infrastructure for this work in a responsible, sustainable, anti-racist, and feminist way? What are the central goals of this work, and what kind of world does it imagine? How can we utilize the insights of existing social movements of which we are a part and to which we are allied to identify the most transformative strategies and also to avoid co-optive strategies? And, finally, how can we specifically think about the law and legal reform as a strategy within the broader set of demands we might have while considering both its opportunities and its dangers?

II. LAW AS A CO-OPTING FORCE

Much has been written about the ways that the law and legal reform strategies can be an ineffective or even a co-opting and neutralizing force for social movements or people seeking various kinds of transformative change. Critical Race Theory has generated particularly useful insights into this phenomenon. For the purposes of thinking through how this concern might emerge in the context of current trans law reform work, I will highlight just a few of the ways that Critical Race Theorists have discussed this concern.

A. The Limitations of the Discrimination Principle

One important way of approaching this is to analyze how our ability to think about oppression or domination has been limited by the narrowness of the legal concept of "discrimination." Because passing gender identity-inclusive anti-discrimination laws and policies has been a central strategy
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in recent years for trans law reform work, it is worth examining the critiques of discrimination doctrine as we strategize about trans law. One useful tool for understanding these limitations is the concept of the “perpetrator perspective.” Alan Freeman uses this term to describe how limited the legal understanding of oppression or domination is, and how this undermines the possibility of providing meaningful legal remedies to address racism and white supremacy.

The law relies on the perpetrator perspective when it finds discrimination only in situations where a specific perpetrator can be proven to have acted in a discriminatory manner. This perspective can be seen in case law where courts have refused to find discrimination wherever there was not evidence of a particular perpetrator intentionally denying a person or group a job, educational opportunity, lease, service, etc., based on a specific race-based intention. The perpetrator perspective says that discrimination happens when someone says, “You can’t have this job because you are [insert characteristic].” The story this perspective tells us about oppression is that it is about bad individual perpetrators who have aberrant views and need to be individually punished so that the directly affected person/people can be made whole.

What the perpetrator perspective does not account for, Freeman points out, is conditions. A violation is only present, under this model, where a bad actor with bad motivations can be identified. Racially oppressive conditions cannot be addressed unless there is a perpetrator to be punished, and racially disparate conditions emerging out of historic conditions of white supremacy (slave trade, land theft, colonization, genocide) cannot be addressed.

Examples of this kind of reasoning can be seen in cases where, without evidence of a prior de jure discriminatory policy in the district, courts have held school desegregation programs were illegal because they limited the school choices of white students. In this example, the fact that the residential segregation that is causing school segregation stems directly from long histories and current realities of racism in housing, credit, and
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employment, in addition to the broader problem of the racial wealth divide, which stems from numerous overt governmental programs that produced wealth accumulation for white people and prevented wealth accumulation for people of color, cannot be addressed by law.\textsuperscript{15}

The perpetrator perspective, then, both affirms the fairness of the status quo and makes it illegal to address systemic oppression. Current conditions of racial stratification are made neutral, untouchable by law, because they cannot be attached to an individual perpetrator whose racist intention can be proven with traditional evidence of intent. The portrayal of oppression as something that happens because of aberrant individuals with bad views also creates a mythic class of innocents — all of us who do not engage in overt intentional discriminatory acts (and who may in fact materially benefit from long histories of colonization and exploitation) are blameless and have no responsibility to remedy racially stratified conditions.\textsuperscript{16}

This logic matches the “common sense” American view that those at the bottom of the economic ladder are to blame for their position and that those with wealth and privilege should rightly resent any policies that seek to redistribute. This kind of logic has been key to attacks on welfare, affirmative action, school integration and other programs and policies aimed at remediying the effects of our country’s foundation in genocide, chattel slavery and economic exploitation of the many for the gain of the few. This view of discrimination, which only allows us to see a violation of law and to name a manifestation of oppression under extremely limited circumstances where oppression is rare and individualized, is an example of law reform producing an ultimately ineffective and retrenching remedy in the name of “equality.”

Another conceptual tool that may be useful for thinking and strategizing about trans law reform, is Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s definition of racism. Gilmore says that racism is “the state-sanctioned or extralegal production and exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death.”\textsuperscript{17} I find this definition particularly helpful because of the ways that it echoes and rearticulates the critique Freeman is making when he describes discrimination doctrine’s reliance on the perpetrator perspective. Gilmore’s definition does not start with a perpetrator or invite us to look at intention. It asks us to look at conditions — at how entire populations are excluded from life chances such as education, employment, housing, healthcare, food, open space, political participation, or art and to understand this maldistribution of life chances as producing premature

\begin{footnotes}
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death. Gilmore's definition draws our attention to who has access to healthy food, who lives in neighborhoods targeted for polluting industry, who lives in substandard housing, who lives in flood plains under levees the government has knowingly neglected, who goes to schools without enough textbooks, and who lives under the constant stress and fear that Immigration and Customs Enforcement ("ICE") might raid their workplace or the police might harm them or their loved ones. These everyday conditions of disparity severely impact people's lifespans and produce premature death.\(^{18}\) This definition provides a conditions-focused alternative to the perpetrator perspective. It encompasses more harms and allows us to think more broadly about remedies than a perspective that focuses on whether we can identify individual perpetrators.

The last several decades of discrimination jurisprudence has shown how difficult it can be to identify perpetrators and prove discrimination even in the most egregious cases. Discrimination laws are under-enforced, and are structured and/or interpreted in ways that preclude any impact on most of the life-shortening conditions they should address. In fact, the anti-discrimination principle is now often used to undermine attempts to remedy conditions of oppression.\(^{19}\) Anti-discrimination laws that have been on the books for the last thirty-plus years have not alleviated group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death produced by racism, sexism, and ableism.\(^{20}\) Gilmore's definition helps us step away from the legalistic understandings of what the harm of oppression is and question whether or not legal remedies are actually alleviating it. From this vantage point, we can question whether anti-discrimination laws actually address oppression or whether they provide a window-dressing of equality and fairness on a set of violent and deadly inequalities that continue American trajectories of racism and colonialism.

B. Law Reform Can Narrow our Demands and Strengthen Oppressive Systems

Another concern about law reform's co-optation of social movements and neutralization of their transformative potential can be seen in how battles for anti-discrimination laws often narrow our critical engagement


\(^{19}\) See generally *Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch.*, 127 S. Ct. 2738 (prohibiting assigning students to public schools solely for the purpose of achieving racial integration and declining to recognize racial balancing as a compelling state interest); Hopwood v. Texas, 78 F.3d 932, 962 (5th Cir. 1996) (holding that "the University of Texas School of Law may not use race as a factor in deciding which applicants to admit in order to achieve a diverse student body, to combat the perceived effects of a hostile environment at the law school, to alleviate the law school's poor reputation in the minority community, or to eliminate any present effects of past discrimination by actors other than the law school").

with oppressive systems. Quests to broaden anti-discrimination laws to include gender identity, for instance, often include narratives about workers and our economy that are disappointingly complicit with current economic arrangements. Advocates sometimes seem to be saying, "the unfair thing happens in our economy when I don't hire you, or I fire you because you are trans." But do we believe that everything would be fair and right in the world of employment if not for this one aberrant behavior of some employers? Even setting aside the fact that such laws do not seem to have the effect of stopping people from firing or not hiring trans people, that such laws are rarely enforced and members of our community rarely have access to legal resources to seek enforcement, and that proving discrimination is almost impossible, I worry about what critiques of the arrangements of working life we are forfeiting when our main intervention in economic exploitation is gender identity inclusive anti-discrimination laws.

Many people in our communities are in the positions they are in economically for a range of reasons related to the racial wealth divide, histories of enslavement, colonization, and land theft in their communities of origin whose legacies continue today to effect policies and practices. These include state laws and policies that criminalize the poor and mark people who have criminal convictions with lifelong stigma, the lack of a social welfare system that provides a livable benefit, the joke of a minimum wage, the transition of our economy to a contingent workforce with no job security or benefits, the exploitation of migrant laborers, the weakening of unionized labor, the erosion of public education, and other significant trends in capitalist and neoliberal economic arrangements. The narrow demand of anti-discrimination legislation in employment seems to shore up the erasure of the broader historical and contemporary structures that produce the growing wealth divide we see in the U.S. that impacts trans people so severely. The production of images of hardworking, qualified, professional trans people who just want a chance at success mobilized to support these reforms contribute to mythologies about employment that valorize self-sufficiency and individualism, pretend that the U.S. economy is a meritocracy where anyone hard-working can succeed, and justify demonization and abandonment of poor people. In this way, the narrow law-reform focus limits the reach of our politics and co-opts our struggle, encouraging us to say something that props up our conditions of oppression rather than undermines them.
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Moreover, law reform strategies frequently end up strengthening the systems that they seek to change.\(^{23}\) This dilemma is evident in the legal work that many of us do to change the welfare system. Our work comes from an understanding that the welfare system is unfair and arbitrary, people are frequently denied benefits illegally, the entire system is underfunded, the benefits are not livable, the eligibility criteria are inappropriate, and that the system operates to discipline labor and prevent broadscale transformative change of our inherently exploitative economic arrangements.\(^{24}\) We fight specific battles to oppose various cutbacks or punitive measures imposed on our clients with vigor. Yet, every time we fight some particularly egregious policy and seek change, we are also legitimizing and stabilizing the system overall. Of course, we must take any opportunity to struggle for increased life chances for people trying to survive on welfare, but we also need a broader strategy that addresses the fact that welfare always has been a system of racialized and gendered social control and exploitation\(^{25}\) and we must envision broader transformation.

The homeless shelter system of New York City is another example where the co-optive dangers of reform confront advocates. New York City’s shelter system is discriminatory toward trans people and dangerous, punitive, and inadequate for all people without housing in the city. Yet, I worked with the Sylvia Rivera Law Project and other organizations for years to force the city to create a policy that would prevent trans women from being placed in men’s shelters where they faced violence. Even while we did this work we were aware that we were patching one little hole in the system, and perhaps making the system more efficient in its abusive control and containment of poor people. We saw an immediate need for trans people, but we also saw our work in a broader context and understood our connections to the ongoing political organizing of poor and homeless people as essential to formulating our strategy. This is one of the concerns we always face when we use law reform as a tool, and that responsible law reformers must consider in depth: are we strengthening and legitimizing a fundamentally oppressive structure? When we engage in law reform we should balance the immediate reform objectives with a long-term vision of
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\(^{23}\) See Angela P. Harris, *From Stonewall to the Suburbs?*, supra note 14; Anna M. Agathangelou, M. Daniel Bassichis & Tamara L. Spira, *Intimate Investments: Homonormativity, Global Lockdown, and the Seductions of Empire*, 100 RADICAL HIST. REV., Winter 2008, at 120.


the work, and consider whether the immediate payoffs for vulnerable people balance out against the detriment of system-strengthening.26

An example of a law reform project with a payoff that does not justify its system-strengthening effect is hate crime legislation. As is often discussed, trans people are frequent targets of bias-motivated violence and murder.27 A conservative estimate I have heard is that we are seven to ten more times likely to be murdered than people who are not trans.28 Anyone who works in our communities has known people who have been murdered; it is a common occurrence. The Sylvia Rivera Law Project is currently grieving the recent murder of a member of our New York community. When these horrifying events occur, calls for hate crimes legislation are a common response.29

The motivation for hate crimes legislation in our community makes sense on an emotional level. Many people know that murdered trans people are often considered “throw aways,” that these murders are ignored by the media and police.30 Often, these murders are not investigated or prosecuted, or people found guilty of these murders receive unusually low punishments.31 I have heard anecdotes about murderers of trans people being given the same sentence that a person would receive for killing a dog. These concerns and experiences of violence, trauma, erasure, and abandonment lead many to call for penalty enhancements, suggesting that increased punishment of people who murder trans people would mean that our lives were taken seriously and valued publicly.

However, recently an increasingly visible sector of trans people have been openly opposing hate crimes legislation.32 Many have suggested that investing in the criminal punishment system by expanding its punishing powers is the last thing trans people should be doing. These advocates...
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point out that hate crimes legislation has no payoff for trans people: it has never been shown to prevent violence or have any deterrent value.\(^3\) Instead, it increases the resources of a system that we know targets and endangers trans people, especially poor people and people of color.\(^4\)

This analysis warns us to not allow our grief to be co-opted by law into increasing the power of a system that perpetrates violence on our communities.\(^5\) This analysis asks us to move beyond a punishment-focused perpetrator perspective and instead focus on directing resources toward changes that enhance the lifespan of trans people, such as access to healthcare and employment, police accountability, decarceration, and education. The popularity of hate crimes legislation in trans legal reform gives us an opportunity to consider the limitations of the perpetrator perspective and the problem of law co-opting anti-oppression frameworks to strengthen oppressive systems.

An additional concept from Critical Race Theory that may be useful in thinking about law’s power to co-opt resistance struggles is the concept of “formal legal equality.” Critical Race Theorists have used this term to describe legal change that declares equality while actually offering little change in conditions of existence.\(^6\) “Formal legal equality” strategies change the named status of a group in the law, and create a veneer of fairness for the system or the institution in question. However, the effects of such changes on disparity in life chances are often minimal.\(^7\) The people who were most vulnerable to premature death under the system or institution before the reform often remain the most vulnerable. The declaration of fairness and equality has been made, but those who fare the worst continue to fare the worst under a supposedly new regime.

Hate crimes legislation and anti-discrimination legislation are examples of formal legal equality measures that often do little to improve the life chances of those most vulnerable to oppression and, at worst, perpetuate inequalities in the legal system. Murders are not prevented by hate crimes legislation.\(^8\) Instead, increased resources for the criminal punishment
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\(^4\) See generally sources cited supra note 33.


\(^7\) See id.; see also AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, RACIAL JUSTICE IN THE 21ST CENTURY: NEW REMEDIES FOR PERSISTENT PROBLEMS (2003), available at http://www.aclu.org/racialjustice/gen/15890res20030328.html ("In effect, a regime of formal equality, layered on top of these structural inequalities, functions as a seniority system for injustice, placing a veneer of fairness over a fundamentally unfair structure.").

\(^8\) See Camnett, supra note 33.
system means that the same people who face heightened exposure and violence in that system (people of color, queer and trans people, youth, immigrants, women, and people with disabilities) will bear the brunt of increased punishing power.\textsuperscript{39} Hate crime legislation merely offers a new formal declaration of equality, which often has little more than symbolic value. The quest for such legislation also further mobilizes the logics of mass imprisonment that trans populations might want to oppose, such as the notion that the value of human life is determined by the amount of punishment meted out to those who destroy it, or the idea that enhancing criminal punishment makes people safer. Similarly, anti-discrimination laws declare that conditions of employment are now fair, but seem to do little to change the ongoing presence of an underclass of low-wage workers and unemployed people who are disproportionately people of color, trans people, immigrants, people with disabilities, and others who supposedly have been declared equal by law.\textsuperscript{40}

This force of legal co-optation, and its connections to the stability of racialized class stratification, rears its head in even the most rudimentary questions of legal practice. How often must social movement lawyers ask ourselves, "How do we find the perfect plaintiff?" The moments when lawyers decide that the face of an issue must be someone both judges and the media can embrace (read: white, employed, citizen, able-bodied) are painful dividing moments for our communities even though they frequently occur behind closed doors. They are moments when the terms of inclusion and exclusion are set and where racist, classist, xenophobic, and ableist standards are reproduced. Even the question "is this a winning case?" highlights these issues. Do we only fight winning cases? In this system, and under these rules of law, whose oppression can be recognized? Who can prevail in court? Can people who experience multiple vectors of oppression ever be those perfect, winning plaintiffs in this model of practice? These questions guide lawyers to articulate legal agendas that are relevant to a very narrow swath of a given community, and certainly least relevant to those facing the most severe manifestations of oppression. Law seems to push us toward these kinds of individualizing, divisive decisions that ultimately undermine our anti-oppression goals, weaken solidarity within our communities and across social movements, and restrict our

\textsuperscript{39} See generally id.

vision until our victories are actually thinly veiled defeats that strengthen oppressive systems.

III. NONPROFITIZATION AS CO-OPTION

The daily work of trans legal reform is also complicated by questions of strategy, not just about which types of law reform we engage, but also about how we structure our advocacy. As trans activism and advocacy begins to institutionalize, and as we ask ourselves what role law reform should have in trans resistance and how closely our visions for the world will be tied to legal equality goals, we must consider how the conditions under which we do our work impact what that work becomes.

Here, I want to briefly introduce a vibrant conversation going on amongst scholars and activists about the nonprofit structure and its impact on social justice work. Many of us do our legal services and legal reform work inside nonprofits and, as I mentioned earlier, trans activists have begun forming nonprofits specifically focused on legal advocacy in the last few years. For that reason, I want to review some of the key elements of the critical analysis that has emerged about the co-optive potential of the nonprofit structure.

A. The Emergence of the Nonprofit Sector as the Location for Social Justice Work has Separated Survival Services from Organizing

One critique that has emerged about the effect of the nonprofit model on current social justice movements is that it has separated the provision of direct, survival-based services, from organizing. Funding streams usually focus on either overtly political organizing work or direct service work and these two kinds of work have been segregated into different types of nonprofits that often operate with little connection or communication among them. Consequently, services are depoliticized, offering little opportunity for communities experiencing the effects of systemic oppression (e.g., poverty, homelessness, unemployment and
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41 Much of this section of my remarks is taken from an article I co-authored with Rickke Mananzala. Dean Spade & Rickke Mananzala, The Nonprofit Industrial Complex and Trans Resistance, 5 SEXUALITY RES. & SOC. POL'Y 1, 53–71 (2008).


43 See, e.g., STEPHEN RATHGEB SMITH & MICHAEL LIPSKY, NONPROFITS FOR HIRE: THE WELFARE STATE IN THE AGE OF CONTRACTING 3-4 (1993) (making the argument that “mutual dependence” has blurred the line between nonprofits, large organizations and the public sector that accounts for large portion of their funding).
health issues) to build networking relationships for analysis and resistance of this oppression when seeking services to meet their immediate needs.\textsuperscript{44}

Instead of survival services being a point of politicization, a locus from which people can connect their immediate needs to a community-wide issue of injustice or maldistribution, services are provided through a charity or social-work model that individualizes the issues to the particular client and too often includes an element of moralizing that casts clients as blameworthy for their need.\textsuperscript{45} This dynamic reflects how the nonprofit sector emerged, in part, to fill the gap in government services that occurred under Reaganomics.\textsuperscript{46} By ameliorating some of the worst effects of capitalist maldistribution, then, these services became part of maintaining the social order because they primarily operate through a depoliticizing charity framework rather than a social change model.


Critics have also pointed out that the increase in nonprofits has been accompanied by a greater prevalence of service-based and policy reform work, rather than base-building organizing in social justice movements.\textsuperscript{47} Some have argued that because social justice nonprofits are funded through philanthropy — frequently directly by wealthy individuals and corporations — the strategies employed in this work have become more conservative to better fit those funders' capitalism maintenance and reformist goals, as opposed to the base-building, visionary organizing goals that might emerge more directly from communities facing oppression.\textsuperscript{48} Funders favor policy work and services over base-building, resulting in lost opportunities for building political power among those directly affected by oppression.\textsuperscript{49} Instead, service and policy reform organizations typically put people directly affected by oppression in the role of “clients” while the people in charge of forming and directing agendas for reform are educated elites (e.g., lawyers, administrators, social workers and public health experts). Overall, the aims of these organizations and the breadth of their political demands come to reflect the perspectives of people well-served by the

\textsuperscript{44} See id. at 4-6 (describing the variety of public functions that have been entrusted to private organizations).

\textsuperscript{45} See id.

\textsuperscript{46} See Spade & Mananzala, supra note 41, at 55-57; Ruth Wilson Gilmore, In the Shadow of the Shadow State, in THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE FUNDED: BEYOND THE NON-PROFIT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, supra note 42, at 41-52 (describing how the rise of neoliberalism pushed nonprofit organizations to morph into what she calls a “shadow state,” filling the gaps the government left in meeting people’s social service needs).

\textsuperscript{47} Christine E. Ahn, Democratizing American Philanthropy, in THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE FUNDED: BEYOND THE NON-PROFIT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, supra note 42, at 63–78.

\textsuperscript{48} See id.

\textsuperscript{49} See id.
status quo and are far narrower and less radical than they could be due to the incentives provided by philanthropy to pursue system-stabilizing service and policy reform goals.

C. Racism, Educational Privilege, and Classism within Nonprofits Mirrors Colonialism because the Direction of the Work and Decisions about its Implementation are Made by Elites Rather than by People Directly Affected by the Issues at Hand

The governance of nonprofits has been subject to critique as well. Critics have argued that the governance structure of most nonprofits, characterized by boards consisting of donors and elite professionals (sometimes with tokenistic membership for the community members who are directly affected by the organization’s mission), perpetuates dynamics of dominance. Nonprofits serving primarily poor and disproportionately non-white populations are frequently governed almost entirely by white people with college and graduate degrees. Staffing follows this pattern as well, with most nonprofits requiring formal education as a prerequisite to working in administrative or management-level positions. The nature of the infrastructure in many social justice nonprofits often leads to concentrating decision-making power in the hands of people with race, education, and class privilege rather than in the hands of those facing the oppression. Consequently, the priorities and implementation methods of such organizations frequently do not reflect the perspective or approach that would be taken by the people most directly affected by oppression. For people who value self-determination as a goal of liberation struggles or who believe that people struggling under oppression possess unique understandings of the operations of that oppression that are not shared by others, this concern is especially significant.

D. The Philanthropic Funding of Nonprofits Takes Direction of the Work Out of the Hands of the People Affected and Concentrates it on the Agendas and Time Lines of Funders, Preventing Long-Term, Self-Sustaining Movements from Emerging

Part of the reason that decision-making power in nonprofits becomes concentrated in the hands of elites is because of how the organizations secure funding. The process of successfully applying for funding, including having 501(c)(3) status or a fiscal sponsor, researching applicable grants, writing formal funding requests using specific jargon, having an awareness of current trends in funding, and having personal relationships with philanthropic professionals requires skills and relationships that are concentrated in people with educational, class, and race privilege. The ability to direct work and spin it to a funder’s vision is, more often than not, the key to success. As Suzanne Pharr has pointed out, the use of short-term funding cycles (often one to five years) and the focus on producing
deliverables has meant that nonprofits have been encouraged to operate on short-term vision rather than build long-term sustainable structures.\(^{50}\)

Under this model, funders seek concrete returns (e.g., statistics about numbers of clients served or clear evidence of policy change) on their investment within a limited grant period. Thus, base-building work that involves less tangible returns, such as the growth of shared political analysis within a community or relationship building, is undervalued. This model encourages organizations to identify goals that can be achieved quickly, not to implement long-term strategies necessary for more radical changes to politics and culture. Because radical redistribution goals cannot be achieved in the short term, social justice groups caught up in dependency on philanthropy have lost much of their capacity for strategizing for significant transformation.

E. The Emergence of the Nonprofit Sector has Created a Cultural Shift in Social Justice Activism, Including Professionalization, Corporatization, and Competition between Groups for Scarce Resources

This funder-driven elitism has also included a professionalization of social justice organizations such that corporate business models are increasingly used to manage these organizations. This trend is evidenced by a rise in nonprofits’ use of such terms as C.E.O. (Chief Executive Officer) and C.F.O. (Chief Financial Officer) for top-level staff;\(^{51}\) a hierarchical pay scale in which people are compensated at very different rates based on valuations of skills and abilities similar to those used in the private sector; and other labor practices that reflect business values more than social justice values.

Critics have lamented that young activists are increasingly looking at social movement work as a paycheck, and that the expectation of a professional salary has become central to decisions about what kinds of activism and organizing to pursue.\(^{52}\) Business models of management that focus on top-down decision-making, coupled with organizational structures in which educational, race, and class privilege often correspond to high positions in the hierarchy, mean that decision-making, compensation, and quality of life at work are concentrated in the hands of white “social justice entrepreneurs” with graduate educations (e.g., lawyers, social workers, people with degrees in nonprofit management).

F. Nonprofits are a Way that Wealthy People and Corporations Avoid Tax


\(^{51}\) Id.

\(^{52}\) Madonna Thunder Hawk, Native Organizing Before the Non-Profit Industrial Complex, in The Revolution Will Not Be Funded: Beyond the Non-Profit Industrial Complex, supra note 42, at 101, 105.
Liability, and Most of that Redirected Money Does Not go to Social Justice

Finally, some critics urge social justice movements to be weary of the centrality of the nonprofit model because of its role in the maldistribution of wealth in the United States. Christine Ahn encourages taxpayers to recognize that money funneled into nonprofits by philanthropists is actually tax money diverted out of the government and into focused causes.\textsuperscript{53} The vast majority of that money does not, she points out, end up in social justice organizations fighting oppression.\textsuperscript{54} It goes primarily to churches, the arts, and right-wing causes, as well as back into the pockets of the wealthy through trustee fees, a system in which wealthy people “earn” hundreds of thousands of dollars as board members of foundations.\textsuperscript{55} Only a tiny portion of the money ends up in social justice organizations and even then, there are contingencies that allow wealthy philanthropists to have inappropriate influence in directing the work.\textsuperscript{56}

Ahn’s analysis instructs social justice activists to remain critical of the nonprofit industrial complex, even while making use of nonprofit structures in their work, because of its broad role in reducing the tax liability of the wealthy and putting decisions about wealth redistribution that could be made through governmental use of taxes into the hands of the wealthy individuals and foundations.\textsuperscript{57} Ahn encourages social justice activists to view redirected tax money as their money — money that has been taken out of government revenue that can (theoretically) be directed through the electoral process by the people instead of being directed into causes chosen by the rich.\textsuperscript{58}

G. Gay and Lesbian Nonprofits Exemplify These Concerns

These concerning characteristics of nonprofits are prevalent in organizations that have emerged as leaders in the field of lesbian and gay rights.\textsuperscript{59} Looking at these critiques in the context of this specific area of activism is not only useful because doing so can illustrate the critiques, but also because trans work is often seen as a subset of lesbian and gay rights work and is often expected to follow similar strategies. Given these concerns, it may be worthwhile to question that assumption.

\textsuperscript{53} Ahn, supra note 47.
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} Id.; Kivel, supra note 42.
\textsuperscript{56} Ahn, supra note 47.
\textsuperscript{57} Id.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} I have reservations about whether “movement” is an appropriate term for the advocacy, policy, and law reform work that has been engaged over the last twenty-five years seeking, for the most part, lesbian and gay rights or rights of same-sex couples and, more recently, some measure of transgender rights. The most well-funded organizations in this realm generally use the term LGBT to identify this work now, yet bisexual and transgender activists remain critical of the work of these organizations, pointing out the continued marginalization of their issues.
Countless scholars and activists have critiqued the direction that gay rights activism has taken since the incendiary moments of the late 1960s when criminalized gender and sexual outsiders fought back against police harassment and brutality at New York City’s Stonewall Inn and San Francisco’s Compton’s Cafeteria. What started as street resistance and un-funded ad hoc organizations, initially taking the form of protests and marches, institutionalized in the 1980s into nonprofit structures that became increasingly professionalized. Critiques of these developments have used a variety of terms and concepts to describe the shift, including charges that the focus became assimilation; that the work increasingly marginalized poor people, people of color, and transgender people, and that the resistance became co-opted by neoliberalism and conservative egalitarianism. Critics have argued that as the gay rights movement of the 1970s institutionalized into a new formation in the 1980s, creating such institutions as Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders (“GLAD”), the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (“GLAAD”), the Human Rights Campaign (“HRC”), Lambda Legal

60 See generally DAVID CARTER, STONEWALL: THE RiOTS THAT SPARKED THE GAY REVOLUTION (2004); SCREAMING QUEENS (Jack Walsh 2005); see infra notes 61-65 and accompanying text.
61 See generally CARTER, supra note 60.
66 Angela P. Harris, From Stonewall to the Suburbs?, supra note 14, see generally Bassichis et al., supra note 23; JASBIR K. PUAR, TERRORIST ASSEMBLAGES: HOMONATIONALISM IN QUEER TIMES (2007).
Defense and Education Fund,\textsuperscript{70} and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force,\textsuperscript{71} the focus of the most well-funded, well-publicized work on behalf of queers shifted drastically.\textsuperscript{72} From its roots in bottle-throwing resistance to police brutality and radical claiming of queer sexual public space and gender non-conformity, the focus of gay rights moved toward the more conservative model of equality promoted in U.S. law and culture through the idea of equal opportunity. The thrust of these organizations' work became seeking access and equality through dominant U.S. institutions rather than questioning and challenging the fundamental inequalities promoted by those institutions. The key agenda items became anti-discrimination law focused on employment (e.g., the 2007 Federal Employment Non-Discrimination Act,\textsuperscript{73} as well as equivalent state statutes), military inclusion,\textsuperscript{74} decriminalization of sodomy,\textsuperscript{75} hate crimes laws,\textsuperscript{76} and a range of reforms focused on relationship recognition that increasingly narrowed to focus on marriage in the last decade.\textsuperscript{77}

Critics have charged that the social justice focus was erased from the movement and replaced by a focus on formal legal equality that could produce gains only for people already served by existing social and economic arrangements.\textsuperscript{78} For example, arguing for equal access to health care through a demand for same-sex marriage rights translates into fighting for health care access that would affect only people with jobs that include health benefits they could share with a partner, an increasingly uncommon privilege.\textsuperscript{79} These questions came to the fore during the welfare reform debates and subsequent policy changes of the mid-1990s, when social
justice activists criticized gay rights organizations for not resisting the elimination of social welfare programs despite the fact that these policy changes had devastating effects on low-income queers.\textsuperscript{80} Queer activists focused on opposing police brutality and mass incarceration of poor people and people of color in the United States have argued, as I described earlier, that hate crimes laws do nothing to prevent violence against queer and trans people, much of which happens at the hands of employees of the criminal justice system which lend more resources to hate crime laws.\textsuperscript{81} These critics have pointed out that the shift in focus from police accountability to partnering with the criminal punishment system to increase penalties represents a significant move away from the concerns of low-income queers and queers of color, who are the most frequent targets of police and prisons, toward the perspective of white and economically privileged queers who may feel protected by the police and can latch on to the prison-expanding “law and order” fervor of the last thirty years in a claim to citizenship that is heavily mediated by race, class, and gender.\textsuperscript{82} These critics have argued that overall, the gay rights agenda has shifted toward white gay and lesbian experience while marginalizing or overtly excluding the needs and experiences of people of color, transgender people, and low-income people. This trend is represented by blatant examples such as the battle over whether the most well-funded gay rights organization, HRC, would include transgender people in its national legislation or cover only sexual orientation,\textsuperscript{83} as well as examples of value shifting, such as the move from police accountability to hate crimes laws.\textsuperscript{84} Professionalization in gay rights nonprofits may be one of the causes of this shift. As these organizations have emerged, often funded by wealthy white gay people and the foundations they have created, their staffs were and remain primarily white gay men and lesbians with professional degrees.\textsuperscript{85} These organizations operate on typical hierarchal models of governance, with decision-making coming from the top down, including board members and senior staff who are even more likely to be white, wealthy, and have graduate-level educations.\textsuperscript{86} The gay rights agenda, then, has come to reflect the needs and experiences of those leaders more than the experiences of community members not present in these elite spaces. These paid leaders could see themselves fired from a job for being gay or lesbian, beaten up on the

\textsuperscript{80} Blum & Perina, supra note 63.
\textsuperscript{81} See Dean Spade & Craig Willse, Confronting the Limits of Gay Hate Crimes Activism: A Radical Critique, 20-21 CHICANO-LATINO L. REV. 38, 50 (2000).
\textsuperscript{82} Id.
\textsuperscript{83} See Posting to Transgender Tapestry, The International Foundation for Gender Education, Trans Activists Target HRC, http://www.ifge.org/Article23.phtm (June 17, 2004, 05:00 AM).
\textsuperscript{84} See sources cited supra notes 26-35, 38-40 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{85} See supra Part III.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
street, or kept out of military service. They could not imagine themselves as potentially imprisoned, on welfare, homeless, in danger of deportation, or targets of continuous police harassment, so those issues did not receive resources in their work. Furthermore, these leaders have come from graduate schools more than from radical movements of people facing centuries of state oppression, so their critiques of such notions as formal legal equality, assimilation, and equal rights are less developed. Even white feminist critiques of the institution of marriage could not trump the new call for “marriage equality” — meaning access for same-sex couples to the fundamentally unequal institution designed to privilege certain family formations for the purpose of state control.87

Their decision-making structures and priorities are not the only aspects of these nonprofits that have generated criticism. Money has also been a serious concern, both where it comes from and where it goes. The largest white founded and led organizations doing gay rights work have generated revenue through both foundation grants and sponsorships by such corporations as American Airlines, Budweiser, IBM, and Coors.88 These partnerships, which include free advertising for the corporations, have been criticized by queers who are concerned about the narrow social justice framework of gay rights organizations willing to promote corporations whose labor and environmental practices have been widely criticized.89 These partnerships have furthered the ongoing criticism that gay and lesbian rights have become single-issue politics, ignoring other social justice issues to promote only a narrow political agenda that concerns gays and lesbians experiencing oppression through a single vector — sexual orientation — and thus excluding from concern all the queer and trans people who simultaneously experience sexual orientation–based oppression and other oppressions related to their identities as people of color, workers, immigrants, gender non-conformers, people with disabilities, and so forth.90


90 See sources cited supra note 40 and accompanying text.
Lesbian and gay organizations have also, generally, followed labor practices that do not line up with progressive social justice values. The well-funded organizations have typical pay scales, with executive directors often making three to four times the salaries of the lowest-paid employees. Pay often correlates to educational privilege, which again means that the most resources go to the white employees from privileged backgrounds and the least pay goes to employees of color and people without the benefit of educational privilege.

Furthermore, these organizations, for the most part, do not provide health benefits that include trans health care, despite the fact that this social justice issue is an essential one for trans people. The organizations also have a record of not prioritizing the development of antiracism within their work, with continued failure, despite requests by some employees, for meaningful anti-oppression training and development work. The refusal to devote resources toward the development of internal anti-oppression practices reflects the broader marginalization of issues important to people of color in these organizations' agendas.

Overall, the well-funded organizations that are focusing on gay and lesbian rights mirror the conditions for critiques made by activists from across a wide range of social justice movements about the problems with the nonprofit structure as a tool for social justice. Lack of community accountability, elitism, concentration of wealth and resources in the usual places, and exploitative labor practices are norms within these organizations that create and maintain a disappointingly narrow political agenda that fails to support meaningful and widespread resistance to and even colludes with oppressive institutions.

When we look at the growth of the nonprofit model in the context of U.S. government and business interests responding to the radical movements of the 1960s and 70s, we can see the dangers inherent in this model as a container for our resistance to the conditions facing trans communities. Many of the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s articulated very root-causes-focused analysis of the oppressions they were contesting. They used frameworks that articulated the life or death

---

91 This information comes from my own work within these organizations and my relationships with other activists working inside these organizations.

urgency of demands for wealth redistribution, demilitarization and an end to racism, sexism, ableism and heterosexism.\textsuperscript{93} These movements linked historical phenomena, like chattel slavery and genocide, to current conditions of police forces colonizing black neighborhoods and the continued land theft, criminalization and social control of the indigenous people of North America, arguing that the American progress narrative that depicts white supremacy as "over" is a sham.\textsuperscript{94} They did not identify the courts as locations to find justice, but sought justice in the streets, recognizing that the law and its enforcers (judges, police, and administrators) were key agents of violence and oppression.\textsuperscript{95} These movements often talked about the U.S. government as an explicitly and centrally racist institution, founded on slavery and genocide and perpetuating exploitation and colonial rule both over its internal population and the globe.\textsuperscript{96} Their demands were not shaped in terms of seeking a piece of the American dream, or a place in the American economy, or rights in the American legal system. Instead, they questioned the very terms through which such things are constituted and have come to exist, and made demands that were much more transformative and had much greater redistributive potential.

The containment responses to these movements included both the creation of discrimination law doctrine, which neutralized and reduced the content of these demands to mere formal legal equality, and the emergence of the nonprofit industrial complex, which shifted the terms of resistance into a professionalist structure beholden to philanthropists. Many of the movements most intent on identifying root causes of oppression and rallying mass support for major transformation found themselves targets of FBI infiltration, criminalization and assassination, and many leaders of those movements died at the hands of law enforcement or remain imprisoned today.\textsuperscript{97} As people doing anti-oppression work today, what is the relevance of the frameworks used by these movements to our work? What can we learn about oppression and resistance from looking at those histories and reflecting on our contemporary world? What relevance does the tenor of those demands have to strategizing legal reform work addressing the life chances of trans people today?

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{93} For further discussion of social movements see sources cited supra note 92.
  \item \textsuperscript{94} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{95} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{96} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{97} Id.
\end{itemize}
IV. TRANS LAW REFORM PRACTICES IN CRITICAL CONTEXT

These are broad questions requiring much consideration. A great deal of research, writing and strategizing needs to be done to address them. However, a few points seem plain to me. First, the conditions that activists from that time were identifying remain persistent today. Global neoliberal economic policies have not lessened the harsh exploitation that is fundamental to capitalist economic arrangements. If anything, we see an increasingly efficient consolidation of wealth with the few and worsening experiences of poverty for the many.98 That reality remains heavily racialized, with white people possessing wealth and controlling the means of production while people of color disproportionately inhabit the growing domestic and global underclass.99 Second, under these conditions, we need to evaluate the role of trans law reform projects in terms of how they can contribute to a meaningful redistribution of life chances and avoid being co-opted to support the very conditions of oppression that we are mobilizing to fight. Third, we have to be aware of how the structures we use in doing our work influence the content and effectiveness of that work.

Given these observations, I can offer a few initial proposals, many of which are already being undertaken by some lawyers and activists working on trans issues. Because we know the limits of formal legal equality for affecting the life chances of those most vulnerable to oppression, the first step in assessing our trans legal reform work has to be focusing on legal strategies that are not primarily symbolic. We know that trans people as a group are economically marginalized, face high rates of imprisonment, face severe issues of access to health care and education, and experience high levels of violence.100 Many experience violence in institutions and contexts that will not be reached by anti-discrimination laws, and most do not have access to legal help to enforce broad statutory rights.101 Given this, we must think about legal strategies that directly help those who are most vulnerable. We do not want legal victories that only provide a veneer of equality papering over a reality of extreme stratification. We do not want reforms to systems that only enhance their efficiency at reducing the


101 See sources cited supra note 100.
life chances and life spans of trans people. The quality of our legal reform work should be measured in meaningful changes to trans lives — how many people get to go to school, have health care and stable housing, do safe and meaningful work, and become leaders in political struggles that concern them.

Prioritizing legal work like criminal defense, immigration assistance and public benefits access are key for helping our community members survive and become politically active. Building meaningful political power to make change is tied to survival. If we want trans leadership in social movements, trans issues on many different kinds of agendas, and organized communities that can respond to attacks, then providing survival-level legal services in the areas where people are most vulnerable is essential. Waiting for “perfect plaintiffs” and “winning cases” on a narrow set of issues about employment and family protection, while ignoring the issues of most trans people who are either unemployed, low-wage workers, or criminalized workers means missing opportunities to effectuate the most change for the most people. This shift in how we think about legal reform, from big symbolic wins for plaintiffs with the most privilege and access and who experience discrimination through a single vector of oppression, to the daily struggle against legal hurdles for people who are most vulnerable is central to building meaningful change for trans people. Through this kind of analysis, we might find that law reforms like decriminalizing sex-work, drug possession, or homelessness might be more meaningful interventions than passing hate crime or anti-discrimination laws. Because of the narrowness with which the question “what is a trans law issue” is currently approached, we may be missing the most relevant opportunities for law reform to improve life chances.

Further, changing the direct service model to focus on bringing directly impacted people into organizing, rather than using traditional models that often make people feel judged for requiring services or keep people separate from others who are in similar or related situations, is essential. Survival services can be a key component for bringing people into political community with others facing similar conditions and can create a bridge to build a broader political awareness. Making our legal organizations look more like community organizing organizations, with a focus on offering our clients pathways to political organizing, builds the potential of our work to cultivate much more significant change than courts will ever deliver.

Our policy reform work also needs to come from this perspective. Changing key laws and policies that impact the survival of our communities is important, but must be done with care to avoid the dangers of legitimizing and expanding oppressive systems. When we seek to reform oppressive institutions, we have to ask ourselves how the reforms we are considering, or the various compromise positions we might be pushed into, will impact the most vulnerable people in our communities.
For example, if we are trying to get a discriminating institution or system to recognize trans people’s genders, but they want to use a surgery standard, we must recognize that this type of policy is not a victory for our community. Most trans people cannot or do not want to access such health care, and surgery-reliant policies shore up the stereotype that such care defines trans people’s identities. Changing a law or policy from one transphobic position (trans people do not exist/cannot be recognized) to another (trans people can be recognized only through surgery) can actually make it harder to push for a policy that is based in the realities of trans people’s lives, dividing our communities along lines of class, race, and gender.

Hate crime laws reflect a similar dilemma. The desire to have the violence trans people face recognized by law is reasonable. However, taking up a strategy that does nothing to prevent that violence and uses that violence to build up a criminal punishment system that targets people of color and the poor stands to divide our communities further and to legitimize that system.

To confront these challenges in our policy work, we must center the experiences of those most vulnerable in our communities (prisoners, poor people, youth, people with disabilities, immigrants) to determine whether the policy change we are considering actually looks good from the perspective of their experience. Policy issues like Medicaid coverage, prison health care, prison placement, immigration, gender change on identification documents, homeless shelter placement, access to health care for foster youth and youth in the juvenile punishment system, and placement in gendered group homes are examples of urgent areas affecting the survival of vulnerable trans people today. Within each of those areas in every jurisdiction there are an assortment of specific policy changes that could make these systems safer for trans people. Most of these issues still receive very little attention.

In doing policy reform work we must assess whether any aspects of our reform project that are incremental are actually regressive. Doing so means having a clear vision of what the world is that we are fighting for, against which we can measure incremental steps in order to ensure that they are going in the right direction. This means we need to use political processes that actually identify vision. In our work as lawyers, that means stepping beyond the usual space of the nonprofit office where lawyers meet with each other alone to determine direction, or simply react to various unfair laws we discover. We need to connect our work directly with community organizing campaigns that bring together large groups of directly impacted trans people and work to build shared analysis of what we are experiencing and to build shared visions for how we want things to

102 I discuss this question of incrementalism and vision in my article Methodologies, supra note 26.
be. These processes should guide our legal work. Any agenda will be stronger with organized communities pushing it forward, and any legal victory that does not have communities behind it will be unlikely to create deep and meaningful change in the distribution of life chances it is aimed to effect.

Building trans politics that is centered around a concern with the redistribution of life chances, that focuses on those who are most vulnerable, and that is primarily committed to anti-racism, feminism, anti-abelism and wealth redistribution does not interest everyone. When we choose to think about our legal work in the context of this kind of politics, it is important to be aware that it may change who we count as allies and who will want to commit to this work with us. Not all trans people, for example, might be committed to prison abolition, or to enhancing income support to poor people in the U.S., or to demilitarization. But even knowing what our visions are allows us to figure out who we want to partner with in which moments and how to retain our vision in the face of difference. It also allows us to find allies we might have missed. If we know that trans people are experiencing significant harms because of “War on Terror” policy and law changes related to identification, for example, we have the opportunity to partner with other communities facing similar harms. These kinds of partnerships strengthen our political position and our political analysis and build long-term relationships that continue to benefit our visions for change. Getting clear about our vision makes it easier to make principled decisions about who to partner with and to build political alliances that strengthen our work.

V. CONCLUSION

As we propose, push, and practice these politics, we must be aware that we will continue to face lawyers, legal reformers, policy reformers, and others who will simply say, “That is impossible.” This is a strong message that people proposing significant change receive. We are told we are not politically viable, our visions are ridiculous, we have to wait because what we want cannot happen, or sometimes even cannot be talked about right now. The good thing about trans people is that we are pretty used to hearing this. Every time we turn around someone tells us we do not exist, people cannot be like that, our lives and identities are impossible. Gay and lesbian rights organizations have been cutting us out and leaving us behind for a long time now, telling us we are not politically viable. Because of these experiences of impossibility, I like to believe that we are well-

positioned to challenge narrow notions of what is possible or politically viable because we are well-practiced at living impossibility in our daily lives.

I think we are primed to take up a set of demands that seem impossible and ridiculous to the law, but that we know are the only chance for survival. Ideas like prison abolition, an end to poverty and wealth, an end to people being marked as "illegal," and full, quality health care for everyone are unrecognizable to narrow legal agendas that rely on the anti-discrimination principle. For people in our communities these ideas are the basis for a set of concrete demands that are growing in volume every day. As lawyers, we need to make sure that we do not become forces of suppression of these demands, and that instead we temper our legal frameworks and our dominant leadership qualities and find out how our work can support the visions of communities facing violence under the current regimes of oppression. My hope is that this symposium helps us to think simultaneously very broadly about demands and very concretely about immediate strategies that serve them. Connecting those levels of understanding, and using our shared knowledge and commitment to solve the complex problems this work includes, is the proper focus for our collaborative efforts.